Stucco Nahir
Velvet Effect Decorative Plasters
Decorative System which was created from the inspirations of the enhancing place that are still to be found in
the wonderful Sicilian island, the land of many colors, where the Byzantines styles, Arabs and Normans mix almost naturally with the Landscape of the island. This is where the idea was found to create this new decorative
effect. An ethnic style, with the magic touch of Italian Style.
This decorative system has a very special Stucco which is easy to model and this allows you to create endless
effects. With the application of Velatura Classic or Pearl on top it seems to create transparency, deepness and a
unique and fascinating dark light contrast.
2 methods of application: Crackle, Rigato
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NAHIR STUCCO: Innovative decorative Solution extraordinary beauty and ease of implementation, which is
used in both environments style ethnic (fascinating effects such as wengè or douglas), in a modern style
(streaked dark and light shades)
Application: Apply on a smooth and well cohesive wall or plasterboard, 1 coat of PRIMER S with a short
haired roller (Photo n. 1).
After at least 8 hours spread 1 coat about 2 to 3 mm of NAHIR with a plastic trowel making sure to cover the
entire surface evenly (Photo n. 2). It is advisable to apply NAHIR in strips of about 50 to 70 cm along the entire wall. Immediately after with the special PETTINARTHE trowel (Photo n. 3) finish NAHIR horizontally,
vertically or mixture (depending on the effect desired); when finished (after at least 24 h), apply VELATURA
with a paint brush following the direction of the lines (Photo n. 4), remove the excess product with our SPUGNARTHE tool(Photo n. 5).
PRIMER S: sizes: 1quart, 1 gallon, 2 gallons, 4 gallons,
cover: 70 to 80 sqf / quart
NAHIR BASE: sizes: 1quart, 1 gallon, 2 gallons, 4 gallons,
cover: 20 to 30 sqft / quart
VELATURA: sizes: 1quart, 1 gallon,
cover : 70 to 80 sqft / quart
This Information is based on our best technical and practical knowledge. However, since the actual conditions
in which the products are used beyond our direct control, we provide no guarantee as to effectiveness of the
advice and suggestions contained herein. If in doubt, it is advisable to conduct preliminary tests and/or call our
technical service. For more information, please call: 1-866-452-9982 www.paintandplasters.com

R41– Risk of serious damage to eye
S2– Keep out for the reach of children
S25-Avoid contacts with eyes
S26-In case in contact with eyes, rinse immediately with plenty of water and seek medical advice.

